We also obtain some bounds on the parameters of array codes for the detection and correction of CT burst errors.
Introduction
In a classical coding setting [3, 7, 12] , codes are subsets (or subspaces) of ambient space F n q and are investigated with respect to the Hamming metric. Also, array codes having 2-dimensional arrays as code vectors have been studied by many authors [2, 8, 17] etc. Recently in [14] , m-metric array codes which are subsets (or subspaces) of linear space of all m × s matrices Mat m×s (F q ) with entries from a finite field F q endowed with a non-Hamming metric were introduced and some bounds on code parameters were obtained. This newly defined non-Hamming metric gained attention of several mathematicians as a result of which there has been a recent growth of interest and research in m-metric array codes (e.g. [5, 6, [9] [10] [11] 15, 16] ).
Here is a model of an information transmission for which array coding is useful and the non-Hamming metric defined in [14] is the natural quality characteristic of a code. Suppose that a sender transmits messages, each being an s-tuple of m-tuples of q-ary symbols over m parallel channels. We assume that there is an interfering noise in the channels which creates errors in the transmitted message. An important and practical situation is when errors are not scattered randomly in the code array (or code matrix) but are in cluster form and are confined to a submatrix part of the code matrix. These errors arise, for example, due to lightning and thunder in deep space and satellite communications. Motivated by this idea, the author introduced the notion of bursts [9] in array coding. In this paper, we introduce the class of Chien and Tang bursts (CT bursts) in array coding which is a superclass of bursts considered in [9] and is also a generalization of CT bursts introduced by Chien and Tang [4] for classical coding systems. We also obtain some bounds on the parameters of m-metric array codes for the detection and correction of CT bursts. The study of CT bursts is important due to the fact that the number of CT bursts of a particular order is greater than the number of usual bursts [9] of the same order and the code which can correct CT bursts can also correct all usual bursts of the same order. Also, CT bursts have been found useful in error analysis experiment on telephone lines [1] .
Definitions and notations
Let F q be a finite field of q elements. Let Mat m×s (F q ) denote the linear space of all m × s matrices with entries from F q . An m-metric array code is a subset of Mat m×s (F q ) and a linear m-metric array code is an F q -linear subspace of Mat m×s (F q There are two equivalent ways of defining the non-Hamming weight and metric on the space Mat m×s (F q ), viz. row weight and column weight [6, 14] . We consider the row weight definition which runs as follows:
Let Y ∈ Mat 1×s (F q ) with Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y s ). Define row weight (or weight) of Y as
We extend the definitions of wt to the class of m × s matrices as
and R i denotes the ith row of A. Then wt satisfies 0 wt (A) n (=ms)∀A ∈ Mat m×s (F q ) and determines a metric on Mat m×s (F q ) known as row-metric or m-metric or RT metric. In this paper, we take distance and weight in the sense of row-metric.
CT bursts in m-metric array codes
We now define CT bursts in m-metric array codes: (F q ) is an m × s matrix in which all the non-zero entries are confined to some p × r submatrix which has non-zero first row and first column.
Observations.
(1) For m = p = 1, Definition 3.1 reduces to the definition of CT burst for classical codes [4] . (2) The class of usual bursts [9] in Mat m×s (F q ) is a subclass of the class of CT bursts. 
where T p×r m×s (F q 
) is the number of CT bursts of order pr (1 p m, 1 r s) in Mat m×s (F q ) and is given by
Proof. Consider a CT burst A ∈ Mat m×s (F q ) of order pr (1 p m, 1 r s). Let B be the p ×r non-zero submatrix of A such that all the non-zero entries of A are confined to B with first row and first column of B to be non-zero. There are four cases depending upon the values of p and r.
Case 1: When p = 1, r = 1. In this case, number of starting positions for the 1 × 1 non-zero submatrix B in m × s matrix A is ms and these ms positions can be filled by (q − 1) non-zero elements from F q . Therefore, number of CT bursts of order 1 × 1 in Mat m×s (F q ) is given by
Case 2: When p = 1, r 2. In this case, number of starting positions for the 1 × r non-zero submatrix B in m × s matrix A is m(s − r + 1) and entries in the 1 × r submatrix B can be selected in (q − 1)q r−1 ways. Therefore, number of CT bursts of order 1 × r in Mat m×s (F q ) is given by
Case 3: When p 2, r = 1. In this case, number of starting positions for the p × 1 non-zero column submatrix B in m × s matrix A is (m − p + 1)s and entries in the p × 1 submatrix B can be selected in (q − 1)q p−1 ways. Therefore, number of CT bursts of order p × 1 in Mat m×s (F q ) is given by
Case 4: When p 2, r 2. In this case, we first compute the number of ways in which rows of B can be selected with the partial constraint of CT burst i.e. first row of B to be non-zero. This can be done in
ways as first row of B can be selected in (q r − 1) ways and the remaining (p − 1) rows can be selected in q r ways.
To take care of the fact that the first column of B is also non-zero, we compute the number of ways enumerated in (3) which give rise to first column as zero and this number is given by
Now subtracting (4) from (3) gives the number of ways in which rows of B can be selected with the full constraint of CT burst and is given by
Since number of starting positions for the submatrix B of order pr (2 p m, 2 r s) in the matrix A ∈ Mat m×s (F q ) is (m − p + 1)(s − r + 1), therefore, number of CT bursts of order pr (2 p m, 2 r s) in Mat m×s (F q ) is obtained by multiplying (5) with (m − p + 1)(s − r + 1) and is given by
Combining the four cases, we get (2). Now, since the linear m-metric array code V ⊆ Mat m×s (F q ) corrects all CT bursts of order pr (1 p m, 1 r s), therefore, all CT bursts of order pr (1 p m, 1 r s) including the null m × s matrix must belong to different cosets of the standard array. Since number of available cosets is equal to q n−k , therefore, we must have
where T p×r m×s (F q ) is given by (2) and we get (1).
(F 2 ) = 40 and these 40 CT bursts of order 2 × 2 in Mat 3×3 (F 2 ) are listed in Example 3.1. Now, we obtain a bound for the correction of all CT bursts of order pr or less. 
where T c×d m×s (F q ) is given by (2) .
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.1.
CT bursts with weight constraint in m-metric array codes
In this section, we obtain a lower bound on the number of parity check digits required to correct all CT bursts of order pr (or less) (1 p m, 1 r s) in Mat m×s (F q ) having weight (or -weight) w or less (1 w ms) .
The bound obtained is analogous to the Hamming bound for random error correction [14] . We first prove a lemma that enumerates the number of CT bursts of order pr (1 p m, 1 r s) having -weight (F q 
where
and k j , k j +1 , . . . , k j +r−1 are nonnegative integers such that
Proof. Consider a CT burst A = 
where Q p j,r is given by (8) 
p=2,r=2,w=3
We now compute various expressions occurring in R and S. For this we consider
where k 1 , k 2 are nonnegative integers satisfying
The feasible solutions for (k 1 , k 2 ) for the expression Q 2 1,2 are given by
A similar computation gives
Thus,
Substituting the values of R and S in (11), we get 
where T p×r m×s (F q , w) is given by (7) in Lemma 4.1.
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that the number of available cosets must be greater than or equal to the number of correctable error arrays including the array of all zeros. 
and
Further, if we exempt the condition that first row and first column in the CT burst are non-zero, then we have which is the Hamming bound for random error correction [14] in linear m-metric array codes. Now, we obtain a bound for the correction of all CT bursts of order pr or less (1 p m, 1 r s) having -weight w or less. 
where T c×d m×s (F q , w) is given by Lemma 4.1.
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 4.1 and Remark 3.1.
Reiger's type bound for CT bursts in m-metric array codes
Reiger [13] obtained the necessary bound for correction and detection (simultaneously) of bursts errors in classical coding systems. In this section, we obtain analogous bound for CT burst errors in array coding. For this, we first prove a lemma: Lemma 5.1. An (n, k) linear m-metric array code V ⊆ Mat m×s (F q ) where n = ms that has no CT burst of order pr or less (1 p m, 1 r s) as a code array must have at least pr parity check digits.
Proof. Let V ⊆ Mat m×s (F q ) be any (n, k) linear m-metric array code (n = ms) over F q . Consider to be the collection of all those elements of Mat m×s (F q ) which have all their non-zero components (if at all they have) confined to first p rows and first r columns. Then = ∅ as null matrix belongs to it. We claim that no two matrices in can belong to the same coset of the standard array. Let, if possible, A, B ∈ such that A, B ∈ same coset of the standard array. This gives
But by the nature of the elements of , A, B ∈ implies A − B ∈ and, therefore, A − B is a CT burst of order pr or less. Since no CT burst of order pr or less is a code array, therefore, we have
Eqs. (17) and (18) lead to a contradiction. Therefore, no two members in can be in the same coset of the standard array. Since the number of available cosets =q n−k and number of elements in = q pr , therefore, we must have
Hence the lemma. Now, we obtain bound for CT bursts in m-metric array codes analogous to classical Reiger's bound. Proof. Consider a matrix in Mat m×s (F q ) which is a CT burst of order 2pr or less (here 2pr means either p × 2r or 2p × r). Such a matrix can be expressed as a sum or difference of two matrices in Mat m×s (F q ) each of which is a CT burst of order pr or less. Since the linear m-metric array code corrects all CT bursts of order pr or less, therefore, all CT bursts of order pr or less must belong to different cosets of the standard array i.e. the difference or sum of two CT bursts of order pr or less cannot be a code matrix. This implies that the matrix under discussion which is a CT burst of order 2pr or less is expressible as a sum or difference of two CT bursts of order pr or less and cannot be a code matrix. Therefore, a CT burst of order 2pr or less cannot be a code matrix. Thus, by Lemma 5.1, the linear m-metric array code must have at least 2pr parity check digits. Again, consider a CT burst of order p × (l + r) or less. Since the linear m-metric array code corrects all CT bursts of order pr or less and simultaneously detects all CT bursts of order pl or less (l r, l + r s), therefore, all correctable or detectable error matrices must belong to different cosets of the standard array unless the error matrix is the same. Since a CT burst of order p × (l + r) or less can be expressed as a sum or difference of two matrices, one of which is a CT burst of order pr or less and other one is a CT burst of order pl or less, therefore, the matrix which is a CT burst of order p × (l + r) or less cannot be a code matrix. Accordingly, the code must have at least p(l + r) parity check digits.
